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Danforth 2



Nightingale 800.363.8954

1221 Series

Lounge Seating
DANFORTH 2 has crisp, well-tailored lines that convey an impression
of quiet elegance and ease. With optional polished aluminum round legs
the overall effect is an anchored, restrained aesthetic.

Comfort is the main priority with DANFORTH 2, and it allows the sitter 
to perch upright and take part in a meeing or sit in a relaxed posture
and still use a laptop or mobile device.

Options include polished aluminum legs and black laminate
swivel tablet top.

1221-CH-ATR Model

Danforth 2

1221-CH Model



nightingalechairs.com Nightingale

1221 Series

DANFORTH 2 has crisp, well-tailored lines that convey an impression
of quiet elegance and ease. With optional polished aluminum round legs
the overall effect is an anchored, restrained aesthetic.

Comfort is the main priority with DANFORTH 2, and it allows the sitter 
to perch upright and take part in a meeing or sit in a relaxed posture
and still use a laptop or mobile device.

Danforth 2 Features
Lounge Seating
Modular construction. Parts that snap and lock into
place for solid, secure comfort - no tools required, and one
person can deliver and assemble in minutes.
Components are easily replaced if requried.
Choose from club chair, two and three seat sofas.
Optional: Right and left hand swivel tablet top (black laminate only).
High density foam for durability and comfort.
ANSI / BIFMA approved.

 1223-CH Models

1221-CH-ATR
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Model: 1221 1222 1223

OVERALL

width 
depth                                 
height

32” 
32”
27.5”

56” 
32”                                  
27.5”

80” 
32”                                  
27.5”

Seat Height: 17” 17” 17”

Weight: 95lbs 135lbs 174lbs

Volume: 12 cu ft 23 cu ft 28 cu ft

Inside Arm: 24” 48” 72”

Seat Depth: 21” 21” 21”

Seat Width: 24” 49” 73”

Back Height: 16” 16” 16”

Back Width: 24” 49” 73”

Danforth 2 Dimensions

1223-CH Model

|  MODULAR CONSTRUCTION |

Tel Toll Free: 1.800.363.8954
Fax Toll Free: 1.800.637.6784
Email: info@nightingalechairs.com
Website: www.nightingalechairs.com

1202-CH Model

Designed for reception areas, private offices
and commercial lounge settings.

The DANFORTH 2 collection consists of 
a comfortable lounge chair, two or three
seater sofas with loose back and seat 
cushions enclosed within an upholstered
outer frame.


